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LYNETTE REINI-GRANDELL 

Ice 
In the chlorine fog of a ragged downtown Y, 

pool-side, a man nearly bald walked steadily forward, 

his square, stoic jaw marked with deliberate nature. 

He looked like my father, but could not have been. 

I considered leaping from the water, 

like an ancient mariner, to talk to this man, maybe learn 

all the things from him I had not learned from my father. 

He may have lived a life like my father, shy, 

farmboy, baptised with a Finnish name, 

then anglicized to something more prosaic: 

from Ilmari to Einar; his sister Sylvie to Esther. 

He left school in eighth grade to work, not meeting my mother 

for decades. He got his GED for her. 

My father of course would not tell me these things. 

My half-sister told me, not even his daughter, really. 

How did she know? She'd had the courage to ask, 

but I was his daughter, so I didn't say a thing. 

Never speak until you're spoken to, 

but what if no one ever speaks? What then? 

Seventeen years after his death, I begin to write, 

father, I have just seen a man who looked like you, 

he even wore that wide-eyed look you had 

when you took your glasses off, kind eyes, 

and a deliberate, slow, steady, stable walk. 

Lynette Reini-Grandell, Vice President of MCTE, 
noted writer and producer of KFAiradio programs, 
teaches English at Rochester Community and Technical College. 
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Mark Twain's Joan of Arc: Proto-Feminist or "True Woman"? 

Historically, we know Joan of Arc burned at the stake as a heretic. 

We further know she is revered as a French Catholic saint. Why this combina

tion of character details compelled the, arguably, Quintessentially American 
writer Mark Twain, with his anti-Catholic sentiments, is a question that per

plexes. Although the historical Joan lived, and fought, in the fifteenth cen

tury, her artistic descendant, the literary character, inhabits the late nineteenth. 

How does Joan the Character's historical situatedness affect the woman Twain 
depicts? And, if she elicits from the late nineteenth century, what attributes, 

as a woman, must such a character evidence? To view Joan, and her actions, 

in light of contemporary cultural conversations concerning the function of 

women in America reveals mind-boggling conservatism. Despite Joan's Con

tinental Catholicism, and her unlikely status as Commander-in-Chief of the 

French forces, a look at the expectations transmitted for, especially, Protestant 

American women of the Antebellum to Victorian periods shows that, despite 

the saint's masculine behavior in war, it is her Victorian American qualities 

that make it possible, in this novel, for Joan to become Defender of France, 

and those same characteristics create the opportunity for Joan to establish her 
credibility and leadership. In particular, she is an idealized form of an ideal; 

to cite Barbara Welter's famous moniker, Joan of Arc is a perfect form ofTrue 

Womanhood, a paragon to stand as a model to other would-be paragons of 

Feminine Virtue. The Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc participates in 
this on-going discussion. 

On the face of it, a novel about a peasant woman general in fif
teenth-century France has little to do with the situation of middle-class nine

teenth-century women in America. And, in fact, some critics have argued that 
Joan represents "Twain ... identifying and challenging social constructions 

of gender [ and the] distribution of power within a patriarchal society" 

(Skandera-Trombley 82). Further, "Twain may well have been paying tribute 

to upper-class European-American female reformers and suffragettes" (83). 
Joan's cross-dressing at various points within her novel promotes this view. 

Frances Cogan argues that a tenet of Real Womanhood is, that "[s]urvival 

.. demanded that one do ... as a woman, not as an androgyne or 'freak"' 

(5)(italics in original). By dressing Joan as a man, Twain would have inten

tionally opposed cultural messages of correct womanhood, and consciously 

allied his lead character with "the degraded and unnatural province of femi

nism, from which [Real Women] deliberately distinguished themselves" (Cogan 

5). In support of this, Welter briefly mentions that "[t]here were a few devi

ates within the society ... who, in a few cases, looked upon war as an excellent 

opportunity to don man's clothing and perform male functions" (15). In 
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advancing this reading, Laura Skandera-Trombley goes so far as to call Joan 
of Arc "Twain's historical transvestite novel" (90). Joan repudiates the male 
authority of her jury by refusing to abandon her male soldier's garb. "After 
this response, the court charges Joan with being 'stubborn' .... [S]he is cas
tigated for performing a traditional male role in choosing combat and 'desert
ing the industries proper to her sex' ... " (90). Joan reacts with anger, "loses 
patience with the court's attempts to 'resex' her and responds: 'Peace! With
out the permission of God I will not lay it off [her male clothing] though you 
cut off my head"' (90-91 ). This scene would seem to squarely place Joan as a 
proto-feminist and nonconformist. But is that really true? Why does Joan 
refuse to accept the demand of the court and change clothes? Because God 
has not asked it, only his male earthly agents. And, by the rules of True Wom
anhood, as a woman Joan could outrank these men in piety, and appeal to a 
Higher Male Authority than this court. "The god[ s ]-on-earth who must not be 
disobeyed [were], however, subject to the prior claims of the heavenly father. 
If man, stronger but more prone to sin than woman, should try to interfere 
with the performance of her religious obligations, then it was not only her 
right but her duty to resist him" (Welter 4 ). So if Joan perceived that her male 
garb helped her fulfill a religious obligation, then it was not within the juris
diction of this jury to ask her to abandon it. 

It seems the test to determine whether Joan is a rhetorical device 
through which Twain subtly reinforces the social phenomenon Welter calls 
True Womanhood, is to investigate whether Joan's actions correspond to the 
tenets of that ideal. Since she presents herself as "an androgyne or freak" 
(Cogan 5), it seems reasonable to think that Joan fails tests that might name 
her a Real Woman. Welter states that "[r ]eligion or piety was the core of 
woman's virtue, the source of her strength" (21). In her novel, is Joan of Arc 
pious? Joan's fictional biographer, the Sieur Louis de Conte, writes clearly 
that "[s]he was deeply religious, and ... [h]er religion made her inwardly 
content and joyous; and if she was troubled at times, and showed the pain of it 
in her face and bearing ... ; no part of it was chargeable to her religion" (69). 
Welter writes that language of religiosity among women was sexual in its 
imagery . . . . [W]oman was constantly urged to be swept away by a torrent of 
energy, ... to become absorbed and assimilated by the Divine Will. . . . "A 
trembling of the limbs," "a thrill from my toes to my head," "wave after wave 
offeeling," are examples offemale reaction to "divine penetration" (93). Twain 

writes such a scene for Joan, when the Comte first sees "the shadow" come 
upon her. There are overtones of Mary's celestial, virginal penetration, which 
only underscores the intertwined religious/sexual imagery. 

The shadow approached Joan slowly; the extremity of it reached her, 
flowed over her, clothed her in its awful splendor. In that immortal light her 

face, only humanly beautiful before, became divine; flooded with that trans
forming glory her mean peasant habit was become like to the raiment of the 

sun-clothed children of God .... "But I am so young! oh, so young to leave 
my mother and my home ... ! Ah, how can I talk with men ... ? It would give 
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me over to ... rude usage .... Yet- ifit is commanded-" (87-88). This 
excerpt demonstrates how subservient Joan is to what she perceives as the 
divine will that sends her forth to fight for France. 

Clearly, Joan follows the guidance of her religion, but at heart she is 
a good domestic, as the Comte makes clear before her story even begins, in 
the "Translator's Preface": 

When she had rescued the King from his vagabondage ... , she was 
offered rewards and honors , but she refused them all .... All she would take 
for herself - if the King would grant it - was leave to go back to her village 
home, ... and feel her mother's arms about her, and be her housemaid and 
helper (emphasis mine) (vii). This introductory footnote shows how careful 

Twain must have been to make sure that Joan conformed to societal idealized 
patterns, despite her profession of general. She may lead armies, but that's 
only because God called her; she really wants to go home and bake bread. 

If domesticity and religiosity are taken together, with the reminder 
that Woman is responsible for training in orthodoxy within the home, Joan is 
further representative of Welter's True Woman. Because although Joan is 
Commander-in-Chief, she holds this position as a result of a missionary call
ing to save men - that is, particularly, the Dauphin, as the ultimate French 
man. Since Joan, as a woman, has greater piety, then she better understands 
Divine Will, and, as such, can teach it to her brothers. de Arc is so in touch 
with Deity, angels come upon her, and, as her Voices, talk to her regularly. If, 
as Joan might think, her macro home is France, then to battle for the spiritual 
well-being of that home is an innately Woman-ly pursuit, and appropriate for 
a fifteenth-century nineteenth-century female. 

A good example of Joan bringing men to God is presented by Gen
eral LaHire, nicknamed "Old Satan." This man is described as a blusterer, 
constantly cursing. He seems the perfect antithesis of perfect Joan's idea ofa 
perfect French soldier. His way of creating order was his own, not borrowed. 

" ... As he moved along swearing and admonishing, he let drive this way, 

that way, and the other, and wherever his blow landed, a man went down. 
'Damn you!' he said, 'staggering and cursing around like this, and 

the Commander-in-Chief in the camp! Straighten up!' and he laid the man 
flat" (Twain 211-12). 

Despite his demeanor, La Hire is so taken with Joan immediately, he 

begins to behave himself: "[w]hen La Hire entered, one could see the sur
prise in his face at Joan's beauty and extreme youth .... La Hire bowed low, 
with his helmet in his gauntleted hand, and made a bluff but handsome speech 

with hardly an oath in it, and one could see that those two took to each other 
on the spot" (213). Joan is not content with her general acting the gentleman 
in her presence; he and his regiments must abide by her code of religiosity at 

all times. 
"Every man who joins my standard must confess before the priest 

and absolve himself from sin; and all accepted recruits must be present at 
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divine service twice a day .... " 

"Oh, sweet child, they were littered in hell, these poor darlings of 

.mine! Attend mass? Why, dear heart, they'll see us both damned first!" 

. . . . So the soldier sighed and said he would advertise the mass, but said he 

doubted if there was a man in camp that was more likely to go to it than he 

was himself. Then there was another surprise for him, for Joan said: "But, 

dear man, you are going! ... In the morning you are going to begin, and 

after that it will come easy. Now don't look down-hearted like that. Soon 

you won't mind it." (Emphasis in original.) 
And, of course, Joan being his commander, and La Hire a good sol

dier, he acquiesces and becomes a good church-going man, since it is a direct 

military order. 
Joan fulfills two of Welter's criteria: piety and domesticity. Since 

she successfully refuses the only offer of marriage depicted in the novel, she 

also manages to defend her purity. Since, "marriage was best, [but] it was 

not absolutely necessary" (Welter 3 7), Joan could safely reject her suitor and 

remain a True Woman. This loophole resulted from an alternate lifestyle 

option: "[ u ]sually the life of single blessedness ... was chosen through fidel

ity to some high mission"(37); Welter cites examples of women feeling, as 

Joan does, called by the Voice of Divinity to pursue great missionary works, 

though none quite so grandiose as single-handedly saving France's soul. Mary 

Augusta Gray sounds eerily like Joan as she reflects upon her own calling: 

"Ever since the day when I gave myself up to Jesus, it had been my 

daily prayer, 'Lord, what wilt thou have me do?' and when the question, 

'Will you go toOregon as one of a little band of self-denying missionaries 

and teach these poor Indians of their Saviour?' was suddenly proposed to me, 

I felt that it was the call of the Lord and I could not do otherwise" (quoted in 

Welter, 91). 
But a marriage proposal stands in the way of Joan's Great Work. It 

is the blustery Paladin who seeks de Arc; he is a local egotist who, unlike the 

other village boys, does not yet realize how far above him Joan really is. 

Consequently, he lies that she engaged herself to him, and takes the matter to 

court, trying to force her hand into his. But the indomitable Joan triumphs. 

She was modest, tranquil, and quite at her ease .... When [wit

nesses] testified, she rose and reviewed their testimony in a few words, pro

nounced it vague, confused, and ofno force, then she placed the Paladin again 

on the stand and began to search him. His previous testimony went rag by 

rag to ruin under her ingenious hands, until at last he stood bare, so to speak, 

he that had come so richly clothed in fraud and falsehood (Twain 103). It 

seems unlikely that a fifteenth-century feudal court would operate like the 

American justice system, with a witness stand and cross-examination, but 

this only seems another example of how Twain seems to conceive of Joan in 

nineteenth-century terms. But despite this touch of the science fictional, that 

suggest that Twain sought to answer this challenge with his depiction of Joan. 

Obviously, she is valiant. Undoubtedly, she is a woman of faith, which could 
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be synonymous with a woman of the Bible. She does not exactly give her life 

on a cross, but she is tied to a stake to be burned; given the numbers of women 

burned at stakes during witch persecutions in Europe, perhaps this is an ap

propriate end for a female saviour. But if Joan is seen as a messiah figure, 

what does her example actually teach, if she so readily fits into Welter's Cult 

of True Womanhood? A briefreturn to Cogan will answer this query well. 

[A]ny comprehensive and careful survey of didactic literature will 

reveal more truth about the actual conditions women faced than lies; and ... 

as Barbara Welter and others have so often pointed out in their attacks on the 

... Cult of True Womanhood, an ideal can justify, teach, and mold women 

into becoming perpetual children, bereft of self-worth, weak in body and mind. 

.. (16). Elsewhere, Cogan takes New Social History to task for its attention to 

"famous female 'honorary men'" (II); Joan, taken out of the context of her 

True Womanhood, might qualify for this category as well. In essence, to take 

Twain's Joan of Arc a role model for women to aspire to, in much the same 

way Twain might have hoped men would aspire to the model of Jesus, is to 

expect sainthood from mere mortals. Perhaps one cannot fault Clemens for 

his idealism. But to the search, within nineteenth-century literature, for work

able images of valiant women to whose example other women can look, The 

Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc offers little more than a particularly 

elaborate case of the same sort of image women could find in the female 
domestic novel. 

As a contribution to the ongoing nineteenth-century debate on 

women's function, if one takes Skandera-Trombley's assertion that with Joan 

Twain sought to "identify . . . and challeng[ e] social construction~ of gende; 

[ and the] distribution of power within a patriarchal society" (82), it seems he 

failed badly. If one accepts the idea that Twain tried to be a self-taught liberal, 

and make egalitarian statements, perhaps this novel is a sincere attempt to 

depict a woman acting outside the domestic sphere. The problem is, Joan is 

drawn so stereotypically, in terms of nineteenth-century women's behavior, 

that she is a terrible counter-example. Perhaps this text has the same diffi

culty as The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, or The Tragedy of Pudd'nhead 

Wilson, or "Concerning the Jews"; as Clemens tried to nurture himself into an 

open-minded vantage point, his prior training to Southern conservatism con

tinues to act upon him subconsciously. Of course, one could also conclude 

that, at heart, Twain was a racist, sexist bigot. 
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CHRIS GROSSMAN The poet sits patient. 
He waits. 

Mississippi 
Writers' Workshop 

- 11:42 a.m. 

His as-yet-ungraded audience 
shall tell him 

how great he is. 
He's used to that. 
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Meanwhile: 
Jane plays cards with her lap top. 

He reads poems about cud-chomping heifers. 
And cow-tipping. 

"I used to write poems to Sylvia Plath. 
Now I write odes to 

eighty per cent orion 
twenty per cent nylon 

winter face masks 
and half-unraveled baseballs." 

"You-have-to-learn-to-FEEL. 
That. 

Pain." 
"I. 

So. 
Suffer." 

English Journal 

It's too late for a full refund. 
I'm resigned to find 
that a creativity guru 
in St. Cloud Minnesota 
is quite as good as you'd think. 

He reads co-authored poems -

that damn 
eighty per cent orion 
twenty per cent nylon 
ski mask on his arm. 

If Jim Henson wasn't gone 
he'd drop dead 
here and now. 

"If:you're happy and y'poet, 
raise your hand!" 
Clap, clap. 

"If you're happy and y'poet, 
raise your hand!" 
Clap, clap. 

"If you're happy and y'poet 
then your prose will surely show it. 
If you're happy and y'poet, raise your hand!" 
Clap, clap. 

in the room 
the students come and go -
convinced he's Michaelangelo. 

Chris Grossman is a graduate assistant inthe english depatment at St. Cloud 
State University Shes also taugh eighth graders, pre-bar mitzvah Lubovitcher 
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